Introduction
We p r e s e n t in this paper a series of languages adequate for expressing exactly those properties checkable in a series of computational complexity classes. For example, we s h o w that a property of graphs (respectively groups, binary strings, etc.) is in polynomial time if and only if it is expressible in the rst order language of graphs (respectively groups, binary strings, etc.) together with a least xed point operator. As another example, a property is in logspace if and only if it is expressible in rst order logic together with a deterministic transitive closure operator.
The roots of our approach to complexity theory go back to 1974 when Fagin showed that the NP properties are exactly those expressible in second order existential sentences. It follows that second order logic expresses exactly those properties which are in the polynomial time hierarchy. We s h o w that adding suitable transitive closure operators to second order logic results in languages capturing polynomial space and exponential time, respectively.
The existence of such natural languages for each important complexity class sheds a new light on complexity t h e o r y . These languages rea rm the importance of the complexity classes as much more than machine dependent issues. Furthermore a whole new approach is suggested. Upper bounds (algorithms) can be produced by expressing the property o f i n terest in one of our languages.
Lower bounds may b e d e m o n s t r a t e d b y s h o wing that such expression is impossible.
For example, from the above w e know t h a t P = N Pif and only if every second order property is already expressible using rst order logic plus least xed point. Similarly nondeterministic logspace is di erent from P just if there is some sentence using the xed point operator which cannot be expressed with a single application of transitive closure. In previous work Im81], Im82b], we s h o wed that the complexity of a property is related to the numberofvariables and quanti ers in a uniform sequence of sentences, ' 1 ' 2 : : : , where each ' n expresses the property for structures of size n. Our present formulation is more pleasing because it considers single sentences (in more powerful languages).
The rst order expressible properties at rst seemed too weak to correspond to any natural complexity class. However we found that a property is expressible by a sequence of rst order sentences, ' 1 ' 2 : : : , where each ' n has a bounded number of quanti ers if and only if this property is recognized by a s i m i l a r sequence of polynomial size boolean circuits of bounded depth. It follows that the results of Furst, Saxe, and Sipser, FSS81], and Sipser, Si83], translate precisely into a proof that certain properties are not expressible in any r s t order language.
In this paper we a l s o i n troduce a reduction between problems that is new to complexity t h e o r y . First order translations, as the name implies, are xed rst order sentences which translate one kind of structure into another. This is a very natural way to get a reduction, and at the same time it is very restrictive. It seems plausible to prove that such reductions do not exist between certain problems. We present problems which are complete for logspace, nondeterministic logspace, polynomial time, etc., via rst order translations. This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the complexity classes we will be considering. Section 2 discusses rst order logic. Sections 3, 4 and 5 introduce the languages under consideration. Section 6 considers the relationship between rst order logic and polynomial size, bounded depth circuits. The present (lack of) knowledge concerning the separation of our various languages is discussed.
Complexity Classes and Complete Problems
In this section we de ne those complexity classess which w e will capture with languages in the following sections. We list complete problems for some of the classes. In later sections we w i l l s h o w h o w to express these complete problems in the appropriate languages and, we will also show that the problems are complete via rst order translations. More information about complexity classes may b e found in AHU74].
Consider the following well known sequence of containments: L N L L P N P P Here L is deterministic logspace and NL is nondeterministic logspace. L = S 1 k=1 k L is the logspace hierarchy. P = S 1 k=1 k P is the polynomial time hierarchy. Most knowledgable people suspect that all of the classes in the above containment are distinct, but it is not known that they are not all equal.
We begin our list of complete problems with the graph accessibility problem: GAP = fGj9 a p a t h i n G from v 0 to v n;1 g Theorem 1.1 (Sa73) . GAP is logspace c omplete for NL.
We will see later that GAP is complete for NL in a much stronger sense. The GAP problem may b e w eakened to a deterministic logspace problem by only considering those graphs which h a ve at most one edge leaving any v ertex: 1GAP = fGjG has outdegree 1 and 9 a path in G from v 0 to v n;1 g Theorem 1.2 (HIM78) . 1GAP is one-way logspace c omplete for L.
A problem which l i e s b e t ween 1GAP and GAP in complexity i s U G A P= fGjG undirected and 9 a path in G from v 0 to v n;1 g Let BPL (bounded probability, logspace) be the set of problems, S, such t h a t there exists a logspace coin-ipping machine, M, and if w 2 S then Prob(M accepts w) > 2=3, while if w = 2 S then Prob(M accepts w) < 1=3. It follows from the next theorem that UGAP is in BPL. Thus UGAP is probably easier than GAP. Theorem 1.3 (AKLL79) . If r is a random walk of length 2jEj(jV j + 1 ) in an undirected c onnected g r aph G then the probability that r includes all vertices in G is greater than or equal to one half.
Lewis and Papadimitriou LP80] de ne symmetric machines to be nondeterministic turing machines whose next move relation on instantaneous descriptions is symmetric. That is if a symmetric machine can move from con guration A to con guration B then it is also allowed to move from B to A. Let Sym-L be the class of problems accepted by symmetric logspace machines. k=1 k Sym-L be the symmetric logspace hierarchy. Reif showed that several interesting properties, including planarity for graphs of bounded valence, are in the symmetric logspace hierarchy. It follows that they are also in BPL.
Reif also showed that BPL is contained in O log n] t i m e a n d n O 1] processors on a probabilistic hardware modi cation machine (HMM). It is not hard to see that AGAP is the alternating version of GAP, a n d t h us is complete for ASPACE log(n)]. Recalling that this class is equal to P, CKS81], we h a ve Theorem 1.6 (Im81) . A G A P i s l o gspace c omplete for P. 1 1 Note that the AGAP problem is easily seen to be equivalent to the monotone circuit value problem shown to be complete for P in Go77].
First Order Logic
In this section we i n troduce the necessary notions from logic. The reader is refered to En72] for more background material.
A nite structure with vocabulary = hR 1 :::R k c 1 :::c r i is a tuple, S = hf0 1 : : : n ; 1g R 1 :::R k c 1 :::c r i, consisting of a universe U = f0 : : : n ; 1g and relations R 1 :::R k on U corresponding to the relation symbolsR 1 :::R k of , and constants c 1 :::c r from U corresponding to the constant s y m bolsc 1 :::c r from .
For example, if 0 = hE( )i consists of a single binary relation symbol then a structure G = hf0:::n ; 1g E i with vocabulary 0 is a graph on n vertices. Similarly if 1 = hM( )i consists of a single monadic relation symbol then a structure S = hf0:::n;1g M i with vocabulary 1 is a binary string of length n.
If is a vocabulary, let STRUCT( ) = fGjG is a structure with vocabulary g
We will think of a problem as a set of structures of some vocabulary . O f course it su ces to only consider problems on binary strings, but it is more interesting to be able to talk about other vocabularies, e.g. graph problems, as well.
Let the relation s(x,y) be the successor relation on the naturals, i.e. s(x y) holds i x + 1 = y. Throughout this paper we will assume that s is a logical relation symbol denoting the successor relation. We will also assume that all structures under consideration have at least two elements. Furthermore the constant s y m bols 0 and m will always refer to the rst and last elements of the universe, respectively. 2 We n o w de ne the rst order language L( ) to be the set of formulas built up from the relation and constant s y m bolsof and the logical relation symbols and constant symbols: = s 0 m , using logical connectives:^ _ :, v ariables: x y z :::, and quanti ers: 8 9. If ' 2 L ( ) let M O D (') be the set of nite models of ':
Let FO be the set of all rst order expressible problems.
The following result is well known, Fa74, AU79, Im81] but a new proof of the strictness of the containment f o l l o ws from Corollary 6.3. Theorem 2.1 FO is strictly contained i n L . 2 As we will see the availability of a successor or ordering relation seems crucial to simulate computation. The last two assumptions are nonstandard and unnecessary. H o wever they are convenient because they make some proofs neater. Otherwise we w ould have to modify many formulas ' to the less appealing form: (8x)(8y)(x = y^' 0 ) _ (9x)(9y)(x 6 = y^'(x=0 y = m )).
First Order Logic Plus Transitive Closure
In view of Theorem 2.1 we wish to strengthen rst order logic so that we m a y express properties of complexity at least logspace . Let '(x 1 :::x k y 1 :::y k ) b e a n y formula. It represents a binary relation on k-tuples. We add to our language the operator T C where T C '] denotes the re exive, transitive closure of the relation '. Let (F O + T C ) be the set of properties expressible using rst order logic plus the operator T C . Let ( For example, suppose that M accepts a graph problem, i.e. the vocabulary, = hE( )i, consists of a single binary relation symbol. Suppose also that M u s e s k log(n) bits of work tape for problems of size n. Input to M consists of n 2 bits { the adjacency matrix for E. An ID for M is a 2k + 3-tuple: hq r 1 r 2 w 1 h 1 :::w k h k i. Here q codes M's state and variables r 1 r 2 code the input head position. Note that the input head is looking at a 1 or 0 according as E(r 1 r 2 ) holds or does not hold in the input structure. Finally w 1 :::w k code the k log(n) bits of M's work tape. One h i is equal to j where the work head is pointing to the j th bit of w i the rest of the h i 's are n ; 1.
The second idea is that using T Cwe can compute the j th bit of w i . Let ON(w j) mean that j < log n and bit j of w is on. Starting with the successor relation s we can use T Cto express addition and then use T Ca g a i n t o t e l l i f a certain bit in a variable is on: Lemma 3.2 The following predicates are e x p r essible in (F O + pos T C ). Once we can tell what the work head is looking at we can write the predicate N E X T (ID a I D b ) meaning that ID b follows from ID a in one move o f M . 3 (Note that the successor relation is used not only to code n bits into a single variable, but also to say that the read head moves one space to the left or right. Any input structure is given to a turing machine in some order, and it may s e a r c h the structure in that order.)
Using one more positive application of T C we can express P The sentence = P A T H (ID i I D f ) in the above proof has an interesting form. It is written with several positive applications of T C , b u t w e s h o w i n t h e next theorem that these may be merged into one. Thus for each problem C in NL there is a 2k-ary rst order formula ' such that a structure G is a member of C i G satis es T C ']( 0 m). This suggests that GAP is complete for NL via an extremely weak kind of reduction. We call these new reductions rst order translations and we discuss them right after we s h o w t h a t can indeed be written in this simple form. Note that projection translations are a uniform version of the projection reductions of SV85].
We close this section with a discussion of the complexity class (F O + T C ). We mistakenly claimed in Im83] that the equality L = ( F O + T C ) could be derived simply by closing both sides of the equation of Theorem 3.1 under negation. Unfortunately this is wrong, and we n o w suspect that the two classes are distinct. We c a n p r o ve the following:
Proof Let M be a k L turing machine and let A be an input structure to M. Let the predicates EPATH M ( x y) ( r e s p . APATH M ( x y)) mean that x and y are ID's of M such that there is a computation path of M each o f w h o s e ID's is existential (resp. universal) except for y which i s u n i v ersal or nal (resp. existential or nal). It is immediate from Theorem 3. 
STC(') T C '(x y) _ '(y x)]
The following theorem, whose proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, shows that STCcaptures the power of symmetric log space: To p r o ve Theorem 4.1 (resp. 4.2) we m ust check that the proofs of Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and Theorem 3.3 go through when we replace TC by STC (resp. DTC). Notice that the occurrences of TC in the proof of Lemma 3.2 are of the form T C ]( s t) where for every tuple x there is at most one y such t h a t ( x y) and furthermore there is no y such t h a t In the DTC case we m ust modify the construction of the proof of Theorem 3.3 so that a deterministic path is not transformed into a nondeterministic path. The most interesting case is the existential quanti er: ' 9xDTC ( u v x)]( 0 m). Here instead of letting the path nder guess the correct x we force the path to try all x's and go to m when a correct one is found. We use the fact that there is a path in an n k vertex graph if and only if there is such a path of length at most n k ; 1. Let arity( z i ) = arity( w i ) = arity( u). In the following z is a counter used to cut o a cycling -path and w is used to nd the -edge leaving u if one exists. We will abuse notation and write`s( z 1 z 2 )' to mean that z 2 is the successor of z 1 The penultimate operator we add in this section is least xed point, LFP. Given a rst order operator on relations: '(R) x] Q 1 z 1 :::Q k z k M(x z R) we s a y that ' is monotone if R 1 R 2 implies '(R 1 ) '(R 2 ). For a monotone ' de ne: LFP(') minfRj'(R) = Rg It is well known that LFP(') exists and is computable in polynomial time in the size of the structure involved. Instead of using LFP we i n troduce a variant o f i t t h a t i s m o r e i n k eeping with DTC,STC, and TC. Suppose that '( x y) and ( x) are given formulas where arity(x) = arity(y) = k. For a given structure A these formulas de ne an alternating graph G ' whose universe consists of k-tuples from A, whose edge relation is the set of pairs of k-tuples for which ' holds in A, and whose universal nodes are those k-tuples satisfying . W e de ne the alternating transitive closure operator (ATC) to be the operator whose value on the pair '( x y) ( x) i s APATH G ' . We can de ne ATC more precisely in terms of LFP as follows. To p r o ve part 2 we just note that Theorem 3.3 remains true with ATC substituted for TC.
( t y). It follows that T C ]( s t) DTC ]( s t) STC ]( s t) :

Second Order Logic
In second order logic we h a ve rst order logic plus the ability t o q u a n tify over relations on the universe. The following theorem of Fagin was our original motivation for this line of research: Fagin's theorem says that a property is recognizable in NP i it is expressible by a second order existential formula. Note that we no longer need \s" as a logical symbol because in second order logic we can say, \There exists a binary relation which is a total ordering on the universe." Closing both sides of Theorem 5.1 under negation gives us that a problem is in the polynomial time hierarchy i it is expresible in second order logic. Note that in the above results the relation \PLUS" need only be added when k is 1 or 2, otherwise it is de nable.
As in the previous section we can add closure operators to second order logic in order to express properties which seem computationally more di cult than the polynomial time hierarchy. I f '(R S) i s a s e n tence expressing a binary super relation on k-tuples of relations R and S, t h e n T C ('), STC('), DTC(') express the transitive closure, symmetric transitive closure, deterministic transitive closure, respectively, o f '. It is not hard to show: Theorem 5.5 For k=1,2,... Proof (1 ) 2): We m a y assume that the similarity t ype of S is = hM( )i consisting of a single monadic predicate. Thus to a rst order formula an input of size n is a structure A = hf0 : : : n ; 1g M A i. T o a boolean circuit the same input is the string of n boolean variables a 1 : : : a n , where (a i = 1 ) , i 2 M A .
Suppose that (1) holds and that the circuits C 1 C 2 : : :accepting S have depth d + 1 and size at most n k and that their bottom level has fan-in at most k. For de niteness assume that the C i 's top gate is an`and' gate and that their bottom gate is an`or' gate. The other cases are analagous. We m a y a l s o assume { by repeating portions of the circuit if necessary { that the fan-in at all levels of C n besides the bottom is n k . We m a y label each o f t h e n k edges leaving a gate by a k digit integer in n-ary, z 1 z 2 : : : z k . In this way e a c h o r ' gate v at the bottom level has a label z 11 z 12 : : : z 1k z 21 : : : z dk . Each s u c h g a t e in C n is a disjunction c 1 _ : : : _ c k of literals: a i or a i . De ne the relation Q as follows: Q(m z 11 z 12 : : : z dk y j ) holds i j=0 (resp. j=m) and literal a y (resp. a y ) occurs in the gate with label z 11 z 12 : : : z dk in C n . I know that this is a mouthful, but the point is that the logical relation Q codes all the circuits C 1 C 2 : : : . De ne the sentence 6. Finally, w e hope that attractive v ersions of the above languages will be developed for actual use as programming and/or database query languages.
